Fill in the missing letters to create a word from the story. Then write the full word on the line. Be sure each word is spelled correctly.

1. _____ u l _____
   clue: a big swallow

2. s ____ u e ___ l ___ r
   clue: someone who tells on a person for doing something wrong

5. ____ i s ___ a ___ e
   clue: something that is not correct

6. p ___ s i ___ i ___ e
   clue: sure that something is true
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Fill in the missing letters to create a word from the story. Then write the full word on the line. Be sure each word is spelled correctly.

1. ______ u l ______
   clue: a big swallow
   answer: gulp

2. s ____ u e ____ l ____ r
   clue: someone who tells on a person for doing something wrong
   answer: squealer

3. g r ____ a ____
   clue: a sound someone makes when they're unhappy
   answer: groan

4. ______ c ____ f f ____ e
   clue: a small fight
   answer: scuffle

5. ______ i s ____ a ____ e
   clue: something that is not correct
   answer: mistake

6. p ____ s i ____ i ____ e
   clue: sure that something is true
   answer: positive
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